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Cisco expands NGFW platforms with the introduction of Firepower 2100 Series NGFWs

Video: http://cs.co/90058nyRU

Firepower 2100 Series enables advanced threat functions without compromising performance. 2100 series firewall addresses use cases from the Internet edge to the data center. Learn about the architecture
and what makes 2100 series NGFW special.
Also check out the Industry Next Generation Firewall Comparison below

http://cs.co/90028nyru
http://cs.co/90098nyp7

Introducing Cisco Umbrella
At RSA 2017 Conference, Cisco introduced industry first Secure Internet Gateway( SIG) a new product category in the cloud, Cisco Umbrella.
Before you connect to any destination online, Umbrella acts as your secure onramp to the internet and provides the first line of defense and inspection, on and off VPN.


What is a Secure Internet Gateway? http://cs.co/90038nyVz



Get a Free trial: https://signup.umbrella.com/



Whitepaper:

http://cs.co/90078nyVt

Protecting Users, Data and Applications in the cloud with Cisco Cloudlock
Cisco Cloudlock is the cloud-native CASB and Cloud Cybersecurity Platform that helps organizations securely leverage cloud apps they buy and build. It delivers security visibility and control for
SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, and IDaaS environments across the entire enterprise in seconds.
Video: http://cs.co/90028nynr

Cisco 2017 Annual Cybersecurity Report
Cisco 2017 Annual Cybersecurity Report
highlights security industry insights and
key findings taken from threat intelligence and the latest cybersecurity
trends. The 2017 ACR focuses on closing
the windows attackers aim to exploit.
Also the report highlights 2017 Security
Capabilities benchmark study done with
CSO’s and SecOps across the globe.

Cisco Stealthwatch

http://cs.co/90008nyXE

The most dangerous threat is the one you
can’t see. Find out how to Cisco Stealthwatch
provides visibility across your networkbranch, data center and cloud. Existing network could be turned into a Security sensor
and improve threat defense.

http://cs.co/90078nyX5

Cisco joins the Cyber Threat Alliance

Press: http://cs.co/90068nyky

At RSA Conference, Cisco joined the Cyber Threat Alliance, an alliance bringing cybersecurity vendors together to stop particularly potent attacks posing a threat to the common good. "The CTA lets us better take
the fight to the bad guys for the common good of the internet. Working together, we complete the bigger
picture of what we know about important attacks giving us better protections against both large, global
attackers and even more discrete, targeted threats. The CTA is a win for the good guys and a setback for
attackers." Marty Roesch, Chief Architect, Cisco Security

Join Cisco Customer Connection and engage with industry peers and Cisco, receive
Technical and roadmap briefings, beta and field trial opportunities.
Upcoming online briefings:




March 1: Cisco NGFW Updates
March 8: Wireless Security with Cisco ISE
March 22: Cisco Integrations Across the Portfolio
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